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How to Find a Good Divorce Lawyer in Utah
utahdivorce.biz/how-to-find-a-good-divorce-lawyer-in-utah

There’s a lot happening during a breakup. Most of it is complicated, stressful, and

emotionally painful. In the middle of it all, there’s the matter of trying to figure out how to

find a good divorce lawyer. What is a good divorce lawyer? Here are a few guidelines to

help you choose an attorney who can protect your interests well in a divorce and achieve

the most favorable outcome possible.

How Should I Pick a Divorce Lawyer?

There are various approaches to identifying the best divorce lawyer Utah has available to

you. You can ask a friend to refer you to a lawyer who recently did a good job in his or her

divorce. You can check the attorney’s client testimonials. We recommend that you do

both. Start with this short list of basic questions to help you assess your needs and the

lawyer(s) you’re considering to represent you in your divorce:

Should I Find Divorce Lawyers for Men or Women Specifically?

Typically, it is not necessary to search for a Salt Lake City divorce lawyer for men or

women exclusively, unless that is your preference. Virtually any attorney you work with in

Utah will do their best job in trying to achieve a favorable outcome for you in your divorce

case.

Should I Look For Divorce Lawyers Near Me?

If you do not actually need a divorce attorney that has an office very close to your home or

workplace, then give yourself more options in looking for the best lawyer for your needs

by widening your search radius. Prioritize getting the best possible lawyer you can find
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within any tolerable driving distance. Or, if your divorce case will be heard in a distant

jurisdiction, you may be better off hiring a lawyer closer to the court in that area to avoid

paying long-distance travel expenses for your divorce lawyer.

Would a Collaborative Divorce Be the Best Approach for My Divorce?

If you and your spouse are on good enough terms that you are both confident that you can

work together cooperatively throughout your divorce process, a collaborative divorce may

work well. Any experienced divorce lawyer can guide you through the legal process of a

collaborative divorce. In a collaborative divorce proceeding, both spouses hire their own

lawyers and they agree to work together to settle on the terms of the divorce without

escalating them to the court for a decision. They commit to working together to resolve

any conflicts that arise during the divorce process.

How Can I Tell if I’ll Be Satisfied Working With the Lawyer I Choose?

Do your research. Check client experience reports. Talk to other lawyers you use for other

purposes about good divorce attorneys in your area. Ask friends and family if any of their

friends have raved about the great work their divorce lawyer did for them, and ask for the

attorney’s name. Ultimately, unless you’ve already found the ideal lawyer, it’s probably

wise to identify a few prospects and hire the lawyer you feel most comfortable working

with among your top candidates.

Judged Best Divorce Lawyer in SLC Utah – David Pedrazas

For over 20 years, Attorney David Pedrazas has been providing information resources for

people struggling with the challenges of difficult divorce and child custody cases here in

Utah. He helps people make thoroughly informed decisions and achieve the most

favorable possible outcomes so they can move forward with their lives to better times as

soon as possible.

If you need the region’s best lawyer for divorce cases, call the Law Office of David
Pedrazas or contact us here online to discuss your situation.
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